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Dolittle is soon to be a major motion picture from Universal Pictures, starring Robert 
Downey Jr. and featuring the voice talents of Emma Thompson, Tom Holland, Selena 
Gomez, and John Cena! 

Doctor Dolittle returns in this classic Newberry Medal winner!
 
Doctor Dolittle heads for the high seas in perhaps the most amazing adventure ever 
experienced by man or animal! Told by 9-and-a-half-year-old Tommy Stubbins, crewman 
and future naturalist, Doctor Dolittle and company survive a perilous shipwreck and land on 
the mysterious, floating Spidermonkey Island. There he meets the Great Glass Sea Snail 
who holds the key to the biggest mystery of all.
 

Doctor Dolittle heads for the high seas in perhaps the most amazing adventure ever 
experienced by man or animal. Told by nine-and-a-half-year-old Tommy Stubbins, 
crewman and future naturalist, the voyages of Doctor Dolittle and his company lead them 
to Spidermonkey Island. Along with his faithful friends, Polynesia the parrot and Chee-
Chee the monkey, Doctor Dolittle survives a perilous shipwreck and lands on the 
mysterious floating island. There he meets the wondrous Great Glass See Snail who holds 
the key to the greates mystery of all.Hugh Lofting was born in 1886 in Maidenhead, 
Berkshire. His Doctor Dolittle books first appeared on paper in the form of letters to his 
children, Elizabeth and Colin. Lofting wrote a number of children's books besides the Dolittle 
series, including The Story of Mrs. Tubbs (1923), Tommy, Tilly and Mrs. Tubbs (1936), Porridge 
Poetry (1924), The Twilight of Magic (1930), and Gub Gub's Book (1932). Lofting also wrote 
one book for adults, Victory for the Slain (1942). He died in 1947 in Santa Monica, California.
Other Books
Doctor Dolittle The Complete Collection, Vol. 1, Just in time for the major motion picture 
Dolittle starring Robert Downey Jr.—soaring into theaters on January 17, 2020! Journey into 
the world of Doctor Dolittle, the kind and eccentric naturalist who can speak with animals. 
Working with original author Hugh Lofting’s son, these books have been fully updated for 
the modern reader, all while retaining the full charm of the originals. Rediscover the 
children’s literature classic with three novels from the beloved series! Here are the good 
Doctor’s three exciting tales of world travel, beginning with his greatest adventure. In The 
Voyages of Doctor Dolittle, winner of the prestigious Newbery Medal, the Doctor and his 
young assistant, Tommy Stubbins, travel in search of the brilliant naturalist Long Arrow, 
culminating in a meeting with the most fabled creature of all, the Great Glass Sea Snail! 
The Story of Doctor Dolittle details how the Doctor came to learn the languages of 
animals, and how he was called to Africa where he meets the rarest of all beasts, the 
marvelous two-headed pushmi-pullyu! And in another African adventure, Doctor Dolittle’s 
Post Office, the Doctor establishes the only postal service in the world where birds deliver 
the mail!
�����. Rediscover the children’s literature classic with three novels from the beloved series! 
Here are the good Doctor’s three exciting tales of world travel, beginning with his greatest 
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adventure."
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